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Abstract—An optimization method based on compressed sens-

ing is proposed for uniformly excited linear or planar antenna

arrays to perturb excitation of the minimum number of array

elements in such a way that the required number of nulls is

obtained. First, the spares theory is relied upon to formu-

late the problem and then the convex optimization approach

is adopted to find the optimum solution. The optimization

process is further developed by using iterative re-weighted l1-

norm minimization, helping select the least number of the

sparse elements and impose the required constraints on the

array radiation pattern. Furthermore, the nulls generated are

wide enough to cancel a whole specific sidelobe. Simulation

results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method

and the required nulls are placed with a minimum number

of perturbed elements. Thus, in practical implementations of

the proposed method, a highly limited number of attenuators

and phase shifters is required compared to other, conventional

methods.

Keywords—compressed sensing, convex optimization, iterative

re-weighted l1- norm minimization, linear and planar arrays.

1. Introduction

One of the challenges in current and future wireless com-

munication systems is the presence of interfering signals

that may originate either from pre-specified and known or

from unknown directions. In such cases, performance of

the system may be significantly degraded. This problem be-

comes more significant in such applications as satellites [1],

fifth-generation wireless communications [2] and modern

radars [3], as the system of this type are usually expected

to operate in environments characterized by sever interfer-

ence and a very crowded spectrum. One of the simplest and

most powerful techniques for eliminating these interfering

signals is to point the nulls of the array radiation pattern in

the direction of the unwanted interfering signals.

Null placement may be achieved by accurately control-

ling such array design variables such as element excita-

tion weights and element spacing [4], [5]. Convention-

ally, all the weights and/or positions of the array elements

were perturbed to place the required nulls. Thus, the fi-

nal phased array systems were usually complex, slow in

their convergences, and expensive [6]. Many researchers

have investigated the complexity of such fully perturbed

antenna arrays, coming up with some solutions. Some of

them suggest simple deterministic approaches, such as it-

erative Fourier transform method [7] and the edge-element

method [8], [9] to identify those elements that need to be

perturbed for achieving the required null placement. Other

scientists, meanwhile, used numerical optimization algo-

rithms, such as the genetic algorithm [4], [10], particle

swarm optimization [11], simulated annealing [12], evolu-

tionary algorithms [13], adaptive algorithms [14], cuckoo

search optimization [15], invasive weeds optimization [16],

and grey wolf optimization [17], to optimize the excita-

tions of the perturbed elements. None of the aforemen-

tioned techniques offers a clear path towards selecting the

minimum required number of perturbed elements needed

in order to place the required number of nulls. In fact, they

always assumed that the number of the perturbed elements

should be higher than the total number of the required nulls

in order to insure an accurate pattern nulling capability.

Thus, the number of the perturbed elements was excessive

and the solutions were usually not optimal.

Other methods include the use of clustered arrays in which

the main arrays were divided into clusters that may consist

of either regular or irregular clustered elements [18]–[20].

Furthermore, paper [21] suggested a partially thinned array

approach that was applied to side elements only, thus creat-

ing a relatively low complexity null placement method. In

addition, the structure of a conventional adaptive sidelobe

canceller system used in spaced radars has been greatly

simplified by using different auxiliary configurations [22]

in order to create another solution to this important issue.

In light of the above discussions, there is a great need for

a new optimized method that is capable of perturbing only

the exactly required number of elements in order to place

the required number of nulls in an efficient manner. In a bid

to solve the problem, compressed sensing was suggested

in [23], [24] in order to significantly reduce complexity

of array feeding networks. In [25], Bayesian compressed

sensing was suggested to find the best match between the

sparse array and the reference patterns. Generally, sev-

eral sparse recovery algorithms exist, such as Yalli [26],

smoothed l0-norm [27], orthogonal matching pursuit [28],

and iterative hard threshold [29] that may be used to solve
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the complexity problem and achieve the desired patterns.

Some of these algorithms, like Yalli and smoothed l0-norm,

usually do not accurately recover the sparse solutions. On

the other hand, the iterative reweighted l1-norm [30] and

the two-steps l0 [31] methods were used to efficiently de-

termine the minimum number of perturbed elements and to

achieve the desired constraints.

In this paper, radiation patterns of linear and planar ar-

rays are optimized by means of the compressed sensing

approach, making sure that the required nulls are placed

under a minimum number of perturbed elements. First, the

sparse recovery array is built, and then it is implemented

with convex optimization applied in order to find the op-

timum solution. The sparsity of the solution is enhanced

through the use of the iterative reweighted l1-norm algo-

rithm [32]. That approach allowed the required nulls to

be placed efficiently with precisely the needed number of

perturbed elements.

2. Principles of the Method

For simplicity, consider a linear array of N isotropic ele-

ments in which the array pattern may be expressed by:

AFuni f orm(θ ) = ΣN
n=1xonejkdnu , (1)

where θ is the observation angle around the array axis,

k = 2π
λ is the wave number, λ is the wavelength, u = sinθ ,

dn is the position of elements along the x axis which is rep-

resented by dn = (n− N+1
2 )d, and d is the element spacing.

Further, xon = aone−jkdnuo , where aon is the array amplitude,

uo = sinθo, and θo is the steering angle of the main beam.

After substitution, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:

AFuni f orm(θ ) = ΣN
n=1aonejkdn(u−uo) . (2)

To place a number of wide nulls equal to Q, where

q = 1,2, . . . ,Q, we need to perturb the element weights as

follows:

Xn = xon + xn , (3)

where xn is the weight of the sparse elements. The array

factor at the null directions is equal to zero, AF (θq) = 0.

Then Eq. (2) can be modified accordingly:

AF (θq) = ΣN
n=1Xnejkdnuq = ΣN

n=1(xon + xn)e
jkdnuq , (4)

which can be rewritten as:

AFuni f orm (θq) = −ΣN
n=1xnejkdnuq . (5)

This is a set of linear equations that can be written as Ax = b

where A = ΣN
n=1e jkdnuq , x = xn, and b = −AFuni f orm (θq).

Note that vector x with size N ×1 is the sparse weight that

needs to be found and it contains both zero and non-zero

values. Vector b with size Q× 1 is the magnitude of the

uniform array pattern at null directions with the opposite

phase and, finally, A is the matrix with size Q×N. These

three parameters can be written as:

x = [x1, x2, . . . xN ]T , (6)

b =
[

−AFuni f orm (θ1) ,−AFuni f orm (θ2) , . . . ,

−AFuni f orm (θQ)
]T

, (7)

A =







e−jkd1u1 · · · e−jkdN u1

...
. . .

...

e−jkd1uQ · · · e−jkdN uQ






. (8)

Suppose that the number of array elements is larger than

the number of the required nulls, Q < N, which is the prac-

tical scenario, especially for large arrays that consist of

hundreds of elements. In such a case, the system will have

infinite solutions. To find the minimum number of the per-

turbed elements, Eq. (8) can be solved using the lo norm
minimization approach. However, the problem becomes

non-convex and cannot be solved by means of convex op-

timization. Thus, it is first converted to the convex type by

using the l1 norm that can be solved by:

minimize ||x||1 subject to Ax−b ≤ ε . (9)

This equation can be solved by using the convex optimiza-

tion approach, with its implementation explained in [33].

To enhance the sparsity of the solutions and hence reduce

the number of perturbed elements, Eq. (9) can be iteratively

minimized as:

minimize ||β (xi−1)xi||1 subject to Ax−b ≤ ε , (10)

where β
(

xi−1) = 1
xi−1+δ , δ is a small positive number that

is used to provide stability to array weights, such that the

minimization process is assured by estimating non-zero val-

ues of the sparse elements and is not affected by the zero

values in the next new iterations. The non-zero values of

Eq. (10) represent the sparse elements that give exactly

the needed number of the perturbed elements. The corre-

sponding array pattern of these perturbed elements can be

obtained. Then, the overall array pattern can be computed

by:

AF proposed = AFuni f orm −AFsparse elements . (11)

3. Simulation Results

This section demonstrates the performance of the proposed

method while generating the required nulls under the min-

imum number of perturbed elements. In all scenarios, the

number of iterations, i, and δ are chosen to be 15 and 10−6

respectively.
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3.1. Scenario 1 – Linear Array

A uniform linear array of N = 20 elements with inter-

element spacing equal to d = 0.5λ is considered in this

scenario. Several cases of null placements are investigated

to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. In

the first case, a single wide null centered at 49◦ is placed.

Fig. 1. Radiation patterns of the tested arrays (a) and the cor-

responding perturbed elements of the proposed array for N = 20
and a single wide null at 49◦ (b). (See digital edition to find the

color version).

To obtain such a wide null, two adjacent sharp nulls have

to be imposed. For example, to place a wide null centered

at 49◦ two adjacent sharp nulls are placed at 48.95◦ and

49.05◦, respectively. Each sharp null needs one perturbed

element and, thus, each wide null will need at least two

perturbed elements. Further, to achieve such a wide null,

it is required that the patterns of the spare array and the

uniform array according to Eq. (11) are exactly coincident

at the null direction of 49◦. Figure 1 shows the results of

the proposed array using the compressed sensing approach.

The uniform array pattern is also shown for comparison. It

can be seen that the required wide null has been success-

fully placed with only two sparse (non-zero) elements. The

perturbed complex weights of these two sparse elements se-

lected randomly by the algorithm are 0.5176+ j0.2652 and

0.5176− j0.2652, with indices 1 and 20, respectively.

In the second case, multiple wide nulls are generated. Ac-

cordingly, the number of the randomly perturbed elements

is expected to increase. However, this increment represents

the actual need of the algorithm to perform the required null

placement. To highlight this important point, relationship

between the required number of nulls and the minimum

Fig. 2. The minimum number of perturbed elements versus the

required number of wide nulls.

Table 1

Design parameters of two and three wide nulls

Two wide nulls

A x b

4×20
matrix

Indices of sparse elements Complex values of sparse elements 4×1 matrix

−0.1535− j0.2222
0.8294+ j0.1324
0.7756− j0.5410
0.3115− j0.5702

1 0.5208+ j0.3099
4 −0.2612+ j0.0487
17 −0.2612− j0.0487
20 0.5208− j0.3099

Three wide nulls

A x b

6×20
matrix

Indices of sparse elements Complex values of sparse elements 6×1 matrix

1.4983− j0.8935
0.9893− j1.6371
0.0153+ j0.0281
0.3423+ j0.2908
0.6141− j0.3653
0.3006− j0.3322

1 0.2905+ j0.1139
5 −0.4651− j0.2487
7 0.1439+ j0.3133
14 0.1439− j0.3133
16 −0.4651+ j0.2487
20 0.2905− j0.1139
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Fig. 3. Radiation patterns of the tested arrays (a) and the cor-

responding perturbed elements of the proposed array for N = 20
and two wide nulls at 30◦ and 60◦ (b).

number perturbed elements are plotted, as shown in Fig. 2.

It can be observed that the two wide nulls need at least four

perturbed elements. Table 1 shows the complex weights of

the sparse elements that are required for generating two and

three wide nulls.

Fig. 4. Radiation patterns of the tested arrays (a) and the cor-

responding perturbed elements of the proposed array for N = 20
and three wide nulls at 20◦, 45◦, and −55◦.

Figures 3 and 4 show the results of the tested arrays of two

and three wide nulls, respectively. These results fully con-

firm the effectiveness of the proposed array in placing the

required number of wide nulls. Moreover, the directivity

of the proposed array is found to be affected only slightly,

as long as the number of perturbed elements is lower than

the total number of array elements.

3.2. Scenario 2 – Planar Array

In this scenario, a square planar array with 20× 20 ele-

ments and λ/2 inter-element spacing along the x and y
axes was considered. In the first use case, the center of the

required wide null was chosen to be at v = −0.5 and no

nulls at u plane were presented, with v = sin(θ )sin(ϕ) and

u = sin(θ )cos(ϕ). Figure 5a shows the three-dimensional

pattern of the proposed array obtained with the use of the

compressed sensing approach, characterized by the mini-

mum number of perturbed elements, while Fig. 5b shows

the results of the original uniform planar array shown for

comparison purposes.

In the other use case, two wide nulls centered at v = −0.5
and u =−0.7 are considered. Figure 6 shows the results of

this case, with the two required nulls placed successfully.

Fig. 5. Radiation patterns of the proposed planar array (a) and

the uniform array pattern (b) for 20×20 and a single wide null

centered at v = −0.5.
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Fig. 6. Radiation patterns of the proposed planar array (a), the

corresponding perturbed amplitudes (b), and phases (c).

4. Conclusions

An efficient and simple optimization method based on the

sparse theory and on the compressed sensing approach was

presented for synthesizing linear and planar array patterns

with the minimum number of perturbed elements. The

simplicity of the proposed method means that the number of

the RF components, such as attenuators and phase shifters,

is reduced. The proposed array is capable of placing the

required wide nulls at undesired directions. For each single

wide null there is a need for at least two perturbed elements.

Convex programming has been applied to implement and

find sparse elements needed to perform the desired null

placements. The results show a significant reduction in the

complexity of the array feeding network.
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